
On-Line Lessons for Terry Whalen 

Period 3 – Visual Arts 120 – At this time, we are unsure when we will be back to 

school, we are obviously dealing with some very unique and at times stressful 

circumstances none of us have ever had to deal with. If you would like to continue 

working on course content for Visual Arts 120 and understanding you may not have 

access to paints, brushes and appropriate paper to work with, I am hoping you 

can make use of whatever you have available to you.  This could include 

cardboard boxes, plywood or any surface even if not flat.  As an example you 

could paint on the surface of a balloon.  Be creative.  Also, you can use whatever 

you had to draw with: pencils crayons, old house paint, whiteout, old lipstick…you 

get the idea. 

We will make the best of the situation.  When completed you can take a photo 

and e-mail that to me and I will provide feedback. If you have any questions or 

concerns you can send me an e-mail at terry.whalen@nbed.nb.ca  

 

Assignment #1 -Visual Arts 120– Consider composition (where things you draw 

are on the paper or surface in relation to other objects), consider a good use of 

positive and negative space and the type of balance you are using (formal or 

informal).  Draw a house, with a garage, a winding walkway leading to the front 

strep and door, have trees on both sides of the house.  House can be one or two 

story, up to you and should be able to see the driveway as well.  A few clouds in 

the sky would be nice too.  It can be black and white or color or a combination of 

the two. You can use any medium you want.  Just do the best you can with what 

you have to work with. No firm deadline will be attached to this assignment, 

complete as time allows but I envision six hrs. When completed you can take a 

photo and e-mail that to me. If you have any questions or concerns you can send 

me an e-mail at terry.whalen@nbed.nb.ca 

 

Assignment #2 -Visual Arts 120 – See if you can find and old magazines or 

catalogs for pictures you can cut out to create a collage, size of this project will be 

based on what you have for pictures and paper size, it can be as small or as large 

as you like.  You will also need glue or tape, again use what you have access to.  
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Try to have a theme, if you have access to sports magazines it might be a baseball 

or hockey theme or a fashion theme. Just do the best you can with what you have 

to work with. No deadline will be attached to this assignment, complete as time 

allows but I envision this taking 6 hrs to complete. When completed you can take 

a photo and e-mail that to me. If you have any questions or concerns you can 

send me an e-mail at terry.whalen@nbed.nb.ca 

 

Assignment #3 -Visual Arts 120 – Personal Project – You have the freedom you 

draw anything you like.  It can be a combination of the work we have completed 

to date.  I would suggest a theme that is of interest to you.  You can choose any 

medium you would like to incorporate into this assignment.  It can be completed 

on paper, it can actually be a sculpture you make using discarded materials 

around your house, held together with glue, staples, tale, nails.  You have total 

freedom with this project.  Be creative and have fun. No deadline will be attached 

to this assignment, complete as time allows but I envision this taking 12 hrs to 

complete. When completed you can take a photo and e-mail that to me. If you 

have any questions or concerns you can send me an e-mail at 

terry.whalen@nbed.nb.ca 

 

Just remember I am here for assistance and guidance as needed. 
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